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MTCL: A New Continual Learning Setup



A review of continual learning setups

[1] Three scenarios for continual learning



Foundation models change the thing
Foundation model: a model that is pretrained on a large-scale dataset and can be 
easily adapted to downstream tasks. Often trained with self-supervised learning.

Tasks
Language modeling, 
machine translation, 
sentiment classification, 
question answering
……

Text retrieval
ImageNet class classification
Texture class classification
(New class) classification
……

Unify

Tasks

Next token prediction

Image-text matching score prediction
(Contrastive learning)



Foundation models change the thing
Muti-Domain Incremental Learning: learning new (sub)tasks which can be seen 
as a new domain for foundation models.

SubTasks
Language modeling, 
machine translation, 
sentiment classification, 
question answering
……

Text/Image retrieval
ImageNet class classification
Texture class classification
(New class) classification
……

Tasks

Next token prediction

Image-text matching score prediction
(Contrastive learning)

prompt

Text template



Task hierarchy 
Intelligent Robotics

Machine 
Translation

Language 
Modeling

GPTs

Class 1 Class i

Open-set (Zero-shot) 
Classification

Image-text 
matching

CLIP DetectionCaptionImage QA

General CV task (?)

LMMs

… …

Segmentation

NLP CV

…

…
…

Reinforce-learning

……

(Task-Conditioned) Data Domains
Classes as Domains

Tasks as Domains

Modality as Domain



Muti-Domain Incremental Learning (MTIL)

1. Unlimited Domains
2. The first pre-training task contains overwhelming data



Why MTCL for Foundation Model?



Foundation models are expensive



MTCL Applications for Foundation Models
1. Adapt to the times and domains: The foundation model needs to learn new 
knowledge as the world changes. In addition, applying foundation models into 
specific domains (e.g., medical, law) also requires the model to learn 
professional knowledge.
2. Patching: The foundation model can have factual errors, drawbacks, or bias. 
This is often caused by the dataset bias. For example, CLIP model has much worse 
performance on MNIST digits than a simple CNN model. We hope to add, delete, or 
modify the knowledge in the foundation model to fix the problem.
3. Alignment: Aligning foundation models (e.g., instruction tunning, 
multimodality fine-tunning) can also be viewed as a continual learning problem. 
The distribution of instruction data is different from the distribution of the 
pretraining dataset. We hope the model can learn the human values without 
forgetting the pre-training knowledge.



Why Foundation Model for MTCL?



Training from scratch cannot scale (params & data)

[1] CLIP Model is an Efficient Continual Learner



Training from scratch cannot scale

[1] CLIP Model is an Efficient Continual Learner

Math Physics Art ……

Traditional View of Continual Learning

Walking

In very early age of human beings, we are 
learning many things together (multi-task 
learning) and self-supervised.

Speaking

Eating

Recognizing

After learning general knowledge 
(pretraining), we learn specific ones

Math Art ……



Training from scratch cannot scale

[1] CLIP Model is an Efficient Continual Learner



Challenge of CL on Foundation Models



Catastrophic Forgetting
A great reduction in performance on old tasks when learning new tasks

PlasticityStability

SpecialityGenerality

1. Forgetting of General Knowledge: Infinite domains
2. Forgetting of Newly Learned Knowledge: Multi-step setups
3. Forgetting of Generalization Ability for Newly Learned Knowledge: A special 
case of case 1. Here we care about if models can generalize well to the same 
task with different domains (e.g., ImageNet variants).



Evaluation Forgetting for one-step MTCL on LLM
A great reduction in performance on old tasks when learning new tasks

[1] Speciality vs Generality: An Empirical Study on Catastrophic Forgetting in Fine-tuning Foundation Models
[2] An Empirical Study of Catastrophic Forgetting in Large Language Models During Continual Fine-tuning

An better choice may be BIG-BENCH



1. Different method may suit 
different setting.

2. The forgetting of LLM is 
more severe on the tasks 
that is significantly different 
from the fine-tuning task.



Evaluation Forgetting for one-step MTCL on LLM
Different models all suffer from catastrophic forgetting and larger models suffer 
more.

[1] Speciality vs Generality: An Empirical Study on Catastrophic Forgetting in Fine-tuning Foundation Models



Evaluation Forgetting for multi-step MTCL on LMM

[1] Preventing Zero-Shot Transfer Degradation in Continual Learning of Vision-Language Models

1. Forgetting of General Knowledge: Infinite domains
2. Forgetting of Newly Learned Knowledge: Multi-step setups



Evaluation Forgetting for multi-step MTCL on LMM

[1] Preventing Zero-Shot Transfer Degradation in Continual Learning of Vision-Language Models

1. Forgetting of General Knowledge: Infinite domains
2. Forgetting of Newly Learned Knowledge: Multi-step setups



Evaluation Forgetting for multi-step MTCL on LMM

[1] Preventing Zero-Shot Transfer Degradation in Continual Learning of Vision-Language Models

1. Forgetting of General Knowledge: Infinite domains
2. Forgetting of Newly Learned Knowledge: Multi-step setups



One-Step MTCL: LLM Finetuning Revisited



LLM fine-tuning v.s. CL method categories
Instruction tunning is a typical one-step continual learning setting. From this 
perspective, we can introduce more CL methods for instruction tunning.



Quick Reviews
Feature-based: stabilize in the output feature space

Knowledge Distillation (KD): 
Pretraining Gradient Mixing: KL divergence (in RLHF)



Quick Reviews
Gradient-based:

PPO methods



Quick Reviews
Architecture-based: many parameter-efficient (PEFT) methods fall into this

LoRA, Prompt Tunning



Quick Reviews
Weight-based:

L1, L2 penalty
WiSE-FT: 



Multi-Step MTCL: CLIP and ZSCL



ZSCL: Zero-shot Continual Learning Method
1. The first work to investigate the multi-step MTCL on LMMs.
2. Call for more attention on the prevention of zero-shot transfer degradation.
3. Combine feature-based and weight-based CL methods.



Feature-based Method
Knowledge Distillation Methods

LwF: data from current task
iCarl: data from previous task
Ours: data from publicly available datasets



Feature-based Method

1. Applying KD on both image and text is better than applying on one of them only.
2. Use the original model instead of newly trained model as the teacher model.
3. Images and texts with more diverse semantics are better for KD, even without 
the need of pairing them. This greatly reduces the cost of data collection.



Feature-based Method



Weight-based Method



ZSCL
Distillation on feature space + Weight Ensemble + L1-norm



ZSCL
Distillation on feature space + Weight Ensemble + L1-norm



ZSCL
Distillation on feature space + Weight Ensemble + L1-norm



Takeaways
1. MTCL is a new continual learning setup for foundation 
models. It is different from traditional continual learning 
setups as it has unlimited number of domains and blurred task 
boundaries.
2. Foundation models suffer from catastrophic forgetting 
during continual learning. LLM instruction tunning is a 
typical example.
3. LLMs and LMMs can benefit from both feature-based and 
weight-based CL methods.



Takeaways
1. MTCL is a new continual learning setup for foundation 
models. It is different from traditional continual learning 
setups as it has unlimited number of domains and blurred task 
boundaries.
2. Foundation models suffer from catastrophic forgetting 
during continual learning. LLM instruction tunning is a 
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Thank you for your listening!
Project homepage
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